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CATHETER REMOVAL:

1. Place Foley catheter into W-swiveling catheter holder, with the balloon 
inflation arm going away from clamp hinge.

2. Close the W-swiveling catheter holder by placing your fingers under the 
patch, securing both clamps with your thumbs. Be careful not to pinch the 
catheter.

3. Locate proper securement area by laying LECS III device straight on the 
thigh, following upright directions on patch (Left Leg or Right Leg) and 
keeping the correct leg

4. Cleanse and degrease the securement area, as well as the surrounding 
area, with alcohol or other local disinfecting and cleansing protocols. Allow 
the skin to dry.

5. Administer the provided skin protectant using pads in direction of hair 
growth, applying the protectant to an area larger than the securement 
area. Allow to dry completely (10-20 seconds)

6. Using a permanent marker, write the date of administration on LECS II 
device pad and initial

SIDE NOTE: Always insert the catheter into the LECS II Stabilization Device Y-
swiveling catheter holder before applying adhesive pad to skin

7. Align the LECS III device over securement area leaving 3cm of catheter 
slack between insertion area and W-swiveling place holder, keeping the 
patient’s leg fully extended.

8. While holding the W-swiveling catheter holder to keep pad in place, peel 
off the adhesive protectant, and place sticky side down on skin, making 
sure to keep the adhesive taught and smoothing out any wrinkles.

1. Open catheter holder by pressing and pinching the securing clamps with 
thumbs, gently lift to open.
2. Carefully remove the Foley catheter from the LECS Stabilization device, 
and dispose properly.

ADHESIVE REMOVAL:

The LECS has a very strong hypo-allergenic adhesive; it is crucial that it is 
removed gently and correctly.
1. Using alcohol pads, gently rub the edge of the LECS adhesive pad until 
corners lift.
2. Continue to stroke undersurface of pad in a back and forth motion, 
releasing alcohol to dissolve the adhesive pad and remove it off the skin.  
   
  DO NOT FORCE OR PULL PAD TO REMOVE
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